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What is a digitized book?
• What is a digitized book?
– Different from a newly made digital eBook.

• What are its parts?
– Scanned raster images of pages are central.

• What guidelines or standards come into
play?
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What is a digitized book?
• This talk is about preservation, and
concerns master files for long-term
management
• Nevertheless, online access (also over the
long-term) is the primary driver.
• Let’s work back from some examples
today. What does a reformatted, online
book consist of?
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Google Example
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Library of Congress Example
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University-plus Example: Hathi Trust
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GPO FDsys
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GPO FDsys
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GPO FDsys
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Ingredients
• Underlying materials: the basic inputs
– Catalog record or equivalent
– Set of images
– Marked-up text

• Secondary elements
– Additional output versions
• PDFs, other eBooks, handoff to hard-copy producers, PKI

• Elements from “presentation” IT systems
– Interface, presentation structure
– Index and search functions
– Additional output versions may be produced on the fly
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Typical Production
•

Initial stage
– Cataloging
– Scanning to produce images

•

Second stage
– OCR the images to produce text

•

Third stage
– Process the text to added markup, other prep
– Create some additional output versions (PDF, eBook, hard copy)

•

Fourth stage
– Load elements, index data, etc.
– Create some additional output versions

Typical Production Standards or Guidelines
•

Initial stage
– Cataloging
• library standards: MARC, MODS, etc.

– Scanning to produce images
• FADGI guidelines

•

Second stage
– OCR the images to produce text
• various software apps, effectiveness has increased over time

•

Third stage
– Process the text to added markup, other prep
• practices vary (TEI Lite, AM DTD, METS, other)

– Create some additional output versions (PDF, eBook, hard copy)
• practices vary

•

Fourth stage
– Load elements, index data, etc.
• local option

– Create some additional output versions
• practices vary
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http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/
27

18 Participating Agencies
http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/participants/

Often participating, not “official”: NASA, NOAA, National Museum of
Health and Medicine (U.S. Army), U.S. Supreme Court
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Scanned Image Specifications
• Something of a line-drawing exercise
• Purpose, goal
– If the term preservation is used, the stakes
are higher

• Category of original item
– If materials are rare, or only held in a few
libraries, the stakes are higher
– If materials contain important illustration or
diagrams (and in color), the stakes are higher

How do you indicate higher stakes?
• FADGI guidelines use stars
• Every specification factor has an aim point
– For example, spatial resolution might have 400 ppi as
the aim point

• Every aim point has a way to measure
– Every measurement allows for plus-minus tolerances

• Star rating
–
–
–
–

4 star – very close to aim point
3 star – pretty close
2 star – not bad
1 star – just OK
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Rough Rule of Thumb
• 4-star
– Artwork, world and national treasures, etc.

• 3-star
– Unique manuscript and archival documents

• 2-star
– General collections (not unique) and printed
publications

• 1-star
– Text conversion, image quality not important

Recent LC Example 1
•
•
•
•
•

High end, set of important books, foreign imprints
Non-destructive scanning (“don’t hurt the books”)
400 ppi and 24-bit RGB color
120 or 180 degree V opening in a book cradle
Overhead scanner shall meet a 3-star or better imaging
performance rating as defined in the FADGI 2010
guidelines
• Scanner calibration and image processing
– to be set for originals with a density range of 0.04 to 2.04 and the following
aimpoints - a medium density range appropriate for a variety of originals
(printed text and graphics, some photos) and optimized for general monitor
viewing on monitors calibrated to sRGB or AdobeRGB 1998 environments:
• Density of 0.04 (patch 10 on the DICE targets, patch A on Q13/Q14) should be
RGB level 242-242-242
• Density of 0.75 (patch 16 on the DICE targets, patch M on Q13/Q14) should be
RGB level 104-104-104
• Density of 2.04 (patch 20 on the DICE targets, patch 19 on Q13/Q14) should be
RGB level 11-11-11
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Non-Destructive Scanning

Drawings from Wikipedia
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Recent LC Example 2
• Congressional documents, widely held, recent
and not rare, no illustrations
• Documents will be disbound, can be sheet-fed
– aka Automatic Document Feeder (ADF)
– In some contexts, especially if the books are
guillotined to free up the pages (ours are not), this
would be called destructive scanning.

• SOW calls for 400 ppi and 8-bit grayscale
• Far fewer other specifications
• In a task order where 2-star is understood
– BTW: still uncompressed image data in TIFF wrapper,
but studying JPEG 2000, even lossy for some content
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File Format
•
•
•
•

TIFF file wrapper
RGB 24-bit color or grayscale
LC produces uncompressed images
Other organizations use lossless LZW
compression
• However, file size is leading us to consider
JPEG 2000
• JPEG 2000 can be used in lossless or
lossy modes

Destructive Scanning

Guillotine cutters
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ADF (Automatic
Document Feeder) or
sheet-feed scanners

FADGI Imaging Guideline
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Still image specifications – this is what we all “used to do”
• color/monochromatic
• pixels per inch (ppi; aka old “dpi”)
• bit depth
• . . . usually output-referred
We want to move toward more scientific metrics
Tone
 Gamma


Resolution

Color

Spatial
Frequency
Response (SFR)

 Luminance


Delta E2000



Resolution



Delta E(a*b*)2000



Sampling
Efficiency



Channel
Mis-registration



Sampling
Frequency



White
Balance

Uniformity
 % Lighting
Non-uniformity

Noise
Total rms
deviation



From this document:
http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/guidelines/DIFfinal.pdf
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Rethinking Resolution
• We have all had the tendency to talk
about the pixels per inch (ppi)
delivered by a scanner as the
resolution . . . .
• Regarding the scanner setting, it
would be better to call it SAMPLING
FREQUENCY or SAMPLING RATE.

Rethinking Resolution
• Meanwhile, there is an ISO standard for
RESOLUTION (ISO 12233). This gets at
the actual “optical” result delivered by the
device.
• Among other elements, the ISO standard
asks you to measure resolution via
SPATIAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(SFR). You image a target, do some
math, and present the numbers on a
graph.
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Rethinking Resolution
• Knowing the Spatial Frequency Response
(SFR) lets you compare the scanner’s
setting (sampling frequency) with what you
get (in true optical terms).
• FADGI documents call what you get
EFFECTIVE RESOLUTION.
• The comparison of scanner setting and
effective resolution is what we call
SAMPLING EFFICIENCY.
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4-star: Likely to require a slower and more costly process.
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2-star: Likely to permit a faster and less costly process.

Rethinking Resolution
Thanks to Barry Wheeler for his very helpful Signal blogs:
http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2012/12/whatresolution-should-i-use-part-1/
http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2013/01/whatresolution-should-i-use-part-2/
http://blogs.loc.gov/digitalpreservation/2013/03/whatresolution-should-i-use-part-3/
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From the revised guideline

http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/guidelines/FADGI_Still_Image-Tech_Guidelines_2010-08-24.pdf

Tools to Support
Image Performance Measurement
• Digital Image Conformance Evaluation (DICE)
System
– Device Target – Imaging Device Performance
– Object Target – Actual Image Quality
– Software for Evaluation/Validation

• Software still under development
– Built on a commercial library of math tools
– Future: FADGI plan to build as open source

• Commercial equivalent sold by Image Science
Associates, Inc.
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Device and Object Targets

Object target as
positioned for use

Device Target
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Device Target

60
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DICE – SFR detail page

http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/

Carl Fleischhauer cfle@loc.gov
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